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We begin by establishing some notation. Throughout the paper F 
denotes a field of positive characteristic p > 0 and K stands for a field exten- 
sion of F. For a natural number n, M,>(F), G,(F), and S,(F) denote the 
semigroup of all n-by-n matrices over F and its subgroups of all invertible 
and unimodular matrices, respectively. The subscript n and/or symbol F 
may be often dropped from those notations that are perceived clear from 
the context. Thus the letters in the title refer to M,(F), etc., for some fixed 
but arbitrary n and F. 
We shall be concerned here with the conditions on a finite dimensional 
KM-module V under which the following properties hold: 
(i) Every G- (S-) submodule of V’ is an M-submodule; and 
(ii) the images of S, G, and A4 in End,(V) span the same subalgebra 
of the latter. 
Of course, (ii) implies (i) while a study of (i) is motivated by several 
reasons. First of all, in the case of Sd( U), the dth symmetric power of 
the defining representation U of M,(K) (i.e., U= K”), the S- and 
M-submodules were classified independently in [DO; KRl, Chap. 21 in the 
case when the cardinality of F, JFl, is infinite. The method employed in 
[KR 1 ] focuses on a certain unique poset of generators for the lattice of 
M,(F)-submodules of Sd(U). It entails a description of the composition 
factors of Sd( U) in terms of Frobenious twists of the p-truncated symmetric 
powers of U. Our initial concern was to show that it remains valid for 
S,(F) as well. 
Secondly, in the case of a finite field F, say F= F,, q = p’, L. Kovacs 
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proved in [KO] by an elaborate argument hat properties (i) and (ii) hold 
for the Sd(U), the q-truncated symmetric powers of U, that is, the K-span 
of the monomials xi = n:=, x7, C;=, ij = Lt, subject to the truncation con- 
dition ii < q for all j. This condition can be restated in terms of the weight 
vectors by saying that the components of the weight vectors for those 
M(K)-modules are less than q, or q-restricted. Replacing S“(U) by a poly- 
nomial, homogeneous representation of M,(K) with q-restricted weights 
and with K 3 E; we obtain via restriction to M,(F,) a natural family of 
M-modules possessing properties (i) and (ii). 
Starting from Section 3 of the paper we are concerned only with a rela- 
tionship between G,(F,,)- and M,(F,)-submodules of an M,(F,)-module. 
The problem resembles and applies to that of the relationship between the 
characteristic and fully characteristic subgroups of a free group and the 
literature on the latter problem [CO, VA] suggests that the properties (i) 
and (ii) hold true for a sufficiently large n relative to an M,(F,)-module I’. 
Namely, let us define the degree of P’, A(V), to be the maximum of the 
norms of v-weights (see the end of Section 1). The main positive result of 
the paper says that, if n 3 d( V) and q > 2, then the properties (i) and (ii) 
hold for I’. 
A simple but important observation that underlies the proof of the main 
theorem as well as much of the entire paper is as follows. If K 1 F,, then 
the space of K-valued functions on M,(F,) has a K-basis of functions f,, 
v=(v,), Ofv,dq- 1, 1 <i, j<n, defined byf,,((x,))=nx?. Since every 
coefficient function of every M,(E;)-representation. V is a linear combina- 
tion of these ,f,, we have for every u E I/ and every x = (x,~) E M,,(Fq), 
ux = Cf,,(x, u,,. (*) 
This expansion provides a strong link with the theory of polynomial 
representations of G,(K), (K( = co. In particular the classical connection 
between these representations of G,,(K) and the representations of the sym- 
metric group on n letters discovered by I. Schur (see [GR]) has its analog 
for M,(F,)-representations [KRl]. Furthermore, whenever a set of 
independent parameters xii can be specified for a subgroup r of M,(F,) 
the u, in (*) K-span the f-submodule generated by v which enables us to 
compute in principle a basis of this submodule [KRl, 1.3.61. 
The omission of q = 2 in the main theorem reflects the fact that for q = 2, 
G collapses to S. However, our theorem fails for S,(F,) for every q. For let 
K be the trivial l-dimensional representation of M,(F,) with 0 acting as 
the identity and d the l-dimensional determinantal M,(F,)-module. Set 
T/= K@ d. Then there are only two v-weights (0, . . . . 0) and (1, . . . . 1) 
(n units), so that the first condition of our theorem is satisfied but the 
conclusion of its is obviously false. Another instance of the failure of the 
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theorem in case q = 2 is provided by S2(F2). Regarded as a G,(F,)-module 
it splits into a G,(F,)-direct sum of F(xT + x,x2 +x:) and Fx: + Fxi, yet 
as an M,(F,)-module S*(F’) is indecomposable. 
The last two sections of the paper are concerned entirely with the sym- 
metric powers of F”. The example just mentioned is not an isolated 
instance. D. J. Glover has noticed [GL, 5.71 that for every prime p, S*(” ~ ” 
(F’) contains a G-submodule not invariant under M and we show that no 
such submodules exist in the degrees < 2(q - 1) for every q = p”. Further- 
more in a search for G-submodules that fail to withstand the M-action we 
focus on the simplest set of these, the trivial ones. They correspond to the 
elements of the algebra R of G,(F,) invariants in S(F”), known as the 
Dickson algebra. We show that every G,-invariant which does not belong 
to the ideal of R generated by the Dickson generator Q,,, [DIl] spans a 
l-dimensional G,- but not M,-submodule of S(F”). In particular for every 
n the Dickson generators Q,I,i, i > 0, furnish counterexamples to the main 
theorem. 
In the 2-generators case the role of Q2,, as an obstruction to the M,(F,)- 
action can be completely clarified. Namely, designate P’ for the t th reduced 
Steenrod power and consider the sequence 
SP-’ p + S2’P-‘)P, . ..s m(P-1) p . ..SP(P---l) ) 
Then every SmCP ~‘), apart from Sp ‘, contains a unique form f, with the 
properties: 
0) Ppp"(fm)=Q2,,; and 
(ii) if a G,(F,)-submodule U of Sm’p-‘) is not invariant under 
M2(Fp), then f, E U, A proof of this result will appear elsewhere. 
1. CHARACTERS AND WEIGHTS 
We introduce more notation. Let D, (D, or D,) denote the semigroup 
(group) of all diagonal matrices in M (G or S). Let F x denote the multi- 
plicative semigroup of the field F while F’ stands for the multiplicative 
group of F. Of course F x = F * u {O}. An individual element Ul 0 
(. 1 . 0 II" 
of D,,, will be written as 6 = diag(u,, . . . . u,). By definition a character of D, 
is a homomorphism x: D, -+ K x. Replacing there M by G or S and K x 
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by K’ we obtain a character of D, or D,. The set of all characters of D, 
(D, or D,) is denoted by X, (X, or X,). It is a semigroup with respect 
to the pointwise multiplication of characters. 
We now collect some simple facts about characters. 
(a) Suppose that IFI = GO and 1: DM -+ K x is a polynomial charac- 
ter. Since D, is Zariski dense in D,, x is determined by its restriction xc 
to Do. Conversely every polynomial cp: Do + KS has a unique extension to 
D M. In short A’,,, = A’,. Moreover since D, = D, x . x D,, where 
Di= {diag(l . . . u . . . 1): u E F’ and u occupes the ith place) every x admits 
a factorization x = xi . . . xn where xi is the restriction of x to Di. Since 
Di N F’, xi may be regarded as a polynomial homomorphism F’ -+ K. It 
is easy to see that each such xi has the form UH u’ for a suitable non- 
negative integer 1. Consequently we attach to x a string of natural numbers 
1, = (/,, . . . . I,), such that x(S) = uy ... uf: for every 6 ED,. We arrive at the 
formula 
X,=XG=N”, (1) 
where N is the set of non-negative integers. 
Turning to S we notice firstly that as D, splits off in Do the restriction 
mapping x H xs: X, + X, is an epimorphism. With a minute consideration 
one obtains 
LEMMA 0. Let 1 and p be two weights and xi and xp the associated 
characters of Do. x~,,~=x~,~ ifand only if A=p+m(l,..., 1) or p=A+m 
(1, . . . . 1)for some mEN. 
(b) [Fl=q<co. Let e:F” -+K” be the identity function, e(u) = u 
for every u E F x. Then for every n E N, e”: F x + K x takes u to e”(u) = un 
regarding e” as the mapping u H 1. Let cp: F x + K x be a homomorphism. 
Then either ~(0) # 0 or ~(0) = 0. In the first case q(u) = 1 for all u E F x or 
cp = e”, and in the second case cp induces an homomorphism F’ + K’ and 
because F’ is a cyclic group cp = e’ for an 1: 1~ 1~ q - 1. Thus every cp = e’ 
for some 1: 0 <I < q - 1. Turning to x: D, + K x and letting e,: D, -+ K x 
be the ith coordinate function we obtain at once that x = e: . . . ef: for some 
li: 0 d lj < q - 1. The string i = (I,, . . . . 1,) is termed the weight of x, and the 
x whose weight is I will be written as x;.. These weights will be called 
M-weights as opposed to the weights that label the characters of D,. Let 
ei be the ith coordinate function of D,. Then every cp E X, has the form 
q = (e;)‘l . . . (ei)+ where the a, run independently over {O, 1, . . . . q - 2). 
o! = (a,, . . . . a,) is referred to as a G-weight. The set of all G-weights A, form 
an abelian group with the addition modulo q - 1. Put differently 
AG2:z;p1. We denote the element of Z,_ , represented by integer i by (i) 
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and the smallest non-negative integer congruent to n modulo q - 1 by E. 
Next we put A, for the set of all M-weights and describe the semigroup 
structure on AM induced by the isomorphism A,,,, N X,. To this end let C 
be the congruence on N defined by (n, m) E C if and only if e” = em. Set 
N, := N/C. N, has q elements: the classes [i] of i = 0, 1, . . . . q - 1. Moreover 
[0] consists of 0 only while [i] = {i + t(q - 1) 1 t E N}. To see this write an 
ndq as n-l=r+t(q-1) with r<q-1 and some tEN. Then it is 
immediate that (n, Y + 1) E C, and also if i, j are less than q, then (i, j) E C 
if and only if i = j which proves our claim. Denoting by fi the smallest non- 
negative integer r in [n] the addition in N, is given by [i] + [j] = [l?$. 
Now it becomes trivial to check that the mapping [i] H (i), i = 0, . . . . q - 2, 
and [q - 1 ] H (0) is an epimorphism rr: N, -+ 2, ~ 1. Further A, N NY and 
n induces a mapping AM + AC denoted also by IL This latter rc corresponds 
to the restriction homomorphism X, -+ X,. 
We add a remark on the structure of the semigroup algebra KD,. Since 
D, has ID,,,,1 l-dimensional representations KD, is a semi-simple algebra 
and moreover a direct sum of l-dimensional ideals which have the form 
KEY. There Ed is an idempotent labeled by 1 E A,,, with the property sj,b = 
x,,(S) E;,. We want to indicate an explicit formulae for these idempotents. 
We recall that Di := {diag( 1, . . . . 1, u, 1, . . . . 1): u E Fx }. The main step is to 
determine the idempotents of KD, because the sj. corresponding to a weight 
1” = (11) ...) I,) decomposes into a product of E[,E KD,, viz. E;, = E,, . . . E/,. 
There Ii ranges between 0 and q - 1 and depending on its value the 
formulae for E,, are as follows: 
(a) If I,=O, then aO=diag(l ,..., l,O, l,..., 1). 
(b) IfO<li<q-1, thens,,=(l/(q-1))CsEo,xj.(6-‘)6. 
(c) If l;=q- 1, then E~-~ =(l/(q- 1))(Ca,o,6). 
We pass on to the weight subspaces of an M(F)-module V. If IFI < co, 
then since KD, is semi-simple the restriction V,, splits off into the 
direct sum of isotypic submodules, called the weight subspaces. The one 
containing K&j, will be denoted by VA. Plainly Vi, = VE, and also V, = 
{u E V 1 ud = X,.(S) u}. Replacing A4 by G or S in the above definition we 
arrive at G- or S-weight subspaces of V. Next consider the case of an 
infinite F and a K-space V which affords a polynomial representation p of 
D It is a well known fact that V splits into the direct sum of 
I-%nensional subrepresentations that are isomorphic with those defined 
by xi,: D,-r K”. For a proof of this assertion see Humpreys’ book 
[HU, 15.3 (c)] or use the following straightforward argument. Write 
e(diag(u,, . . . . u,)) in the form C A,u;’ . . . ub, i= (i,, . . . . i,) with the Ai 
m-by-m matrices with entries in K, m = dim, V. It follows from the identity 
Q(diag(u, u,, . . . . u,u,)) = Q(diag(u,, . . . . u,)) Q(diag(v, . . . . u,)) that A,A, = 0 
481.146.2-17 
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for every pair i # j and A f = Ai for every i. Hence the set { Ai) consists of 
mutually commuting idempotents and therefore is diagonalizable. But that 
is exactly what has been claimed. We now let I’, be the isotypic component 
of V of the irreducible submodule with the character x2. Plainly, V, = 
{u E V 1 US = xi.(S) u} and T/= @ V,. VA is termed the weight subspace of 
V of weight A and in both the finite and infinite cases a weight 1 is termed 
a V-weight if VA # 0. Further for every n-tuple I = (1.r) . . . . A,) the norm IA) 
of 2 is defined to be C;= r Ai. 
2. q-RESTRICTED REPRESENTATIONS 
In the preceding notation let B(M) stand for the class of all finite dimen- 
sional polynomial representations of M over K if IFI = co and all finite 
dimensional representations of M otherwise. 
LEMMA 1. Let V E 9(M). An S-submodule U of V is an M-submodule if 
and only if U= @AsAM Ur\ V; 
Proof (i) If U happens to be an M-submodule of V, then since 
U = @ U, and Ui. = U n V,, as follows readily from the definition of V,, 
the “if” part follows. 
(ii) Conversely, suppose that U = @ Un VA. Then U admits a basis 
made up of D,,,,-homogeneous elements, i.e., such elements on which D, 
acts by a scalar multiplication. Now every element y E M has a factoriza- 
tiony=s,6s,withsiESand6EDM. This makes it clear that U is invariant 
under M. 1 
If M (G or S) is defined over F, K is the representation field, and V - - 
affords a K-representation of M, then KM (KG or KS) denotes the image 
of the semigroup algebra KM (group algebra KG or KS) in End,(V). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that % is a class of M-representations possessing the 
following properties 
(591) For every V/E % each G- (S-) submodule of V is an M-submodule. 
(592) %? contains V” := V@ ... @ V (m times) together with V for 
every m E N. 
-- 
Then KG(KS) coincides with KM relative to every VE %I?. 
Proof Let {er , . . . . e,} be a basis in V. Form Vv” and consider the ele- 
ment e,@ ... Oe,,, in V”. Let U= (e,O ... Be,,,)=. By the hypothesis 
U is to be an M-submodule from which it follows that U = 
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(e,@ ... @e,)KM. If PEKM acts as zero on e,@ ... Be,, then e,p=O 
for all i = 1, 2, . . . . m whence p = 0. Therefore U 21 KM as a right KM- 
module. Likewise UN E and by reason of dimensions the assertion 
follows. 1 
PROPOSITION 1. Let F be an infinite field and let V afford a polynomial, -- 
homogeneous K-representation of M. Then KS = KM relative to V. 
ProoJ The class of polynomial, homogeneous representations of 
degree, say, d is obviously closed with respect to formation of the direct 
sums. It remains to verify the validity of the condition of Lemma 1 for a 
given V in this class. To this end we notice that for every V-weight 
2 = (II ) . ..) I,,), 111 := C:=, Ii= d. Further for every D,-character cp we put 
V, for the sum of all VA such that As = rp. Now the linear independence of 
the D,-characters [HU, 16.11 implies the equality U = @ U n V, for every 
S-submodule U of V. It remains to notice that in our case V, = Vj. for a 
unique 2 E A,. Indeed, if pLs = 1, for two distinct M-weights I and p, then 
by LemmaO, p=l+m(l, . . . . l), say. As 1~1 = lJ.1 =d, m must be zero and 
the proof is completed. 1 
Remark. This proposition follows immediately from the fact, easy to 
verify, that the ideal of polynomials vanishing on S,(F) is generated by 
det((xq)) - 1 and therefore every homogeneous polynomial vanishing on 
S,,(F) has to be zero. 
We say that a sequence A= (II, . . . . I,) is q-restricted for a natural number 
q if Ii < q for all i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 1 let F contain a 
finite subfield F, and S = S(F,). Suppose that every V-weight is q-restricted. 
Then KS = KM(F) relative to V. 
ProoJ: Let e: M(F) + End,(V) be the homomorphism associated with 
the M(F)-module V. Select a basis {e,, . . . . e,} in V and denote by ekr(xii): 
M(F) -+ K the (k, I)-coefficient function relative to this basis. Our first 
remark is that every Q~,(x~) is a reduced polynomial, meaning that the 
degree of Q~,(x~) with respect to every indeterminate xii is less than q. To 
prove this we recall firstly that by definition eke((xii)) = XI ek,(xii) e,. Let 
X, denote the monomial n x3 for a matrix v = (vii) with the natural 
entries. Since Q~,(x~) =C k,X,, k, E K, the above equality may be rewritten 
in the form 
e!A(xij)) = c X”VV (*I 
for a suitable family of elements u, from V. 
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Further let ai stand for Cj vii and put CI, = (al(v) . ..a.(~)). We claim 
that each u,, is an cc,-homogeneous element of I’. Accepting this for the 
moment, it follows that xi vii < q for every i, whence viJ < q for every pair 
(i, j) as desired. To prove the “claim,” hit both sides of (*) with e(s), 
6 = diag(u,, . . . . u,) ED,,,. We obtain 
eke((xli) 6) = 1 X,,W(~. 
Moreover it follows from the identity (x,) 6 = (xVuj) that e,q((x,u,)) = 
c n (XjjUj)“‘l 0, = c x,(n zq’“‘) 0,. As the set of function {X,> is linearly 
independent over K, the coefficients of X, on both sides of (**) must be 
equal, which leads to the equalities u,@(s) = (n @“‘) v,, and we are done. 
Now pick an S-submodule U of V. We may assume that U is K-spanned 
by the first m vectors e,, . . . . e,. Let r(n) be a transvection ej++e, + le,, 
ek I-+ ek, k # i. Treating A as an independent variable we deduce from the 
above remark that (~~~(1) :=ekr(r(A)) is a reduced polynomial of A. By the 
assumption cpk,(n) is identically zero on F, for every pair (k, I) such that 
k < m and I> m. It follows that (~~~(2) is the zero polynomial for these pairs 
of indexes. But then ,Q~,(z(u)) =Q~,(u) = 0 for every u E F. Since the trans- 
vections generate S(F), U is invariant under S(F). By Proposition 1, U is 
an M(F)-submodule as well, while Lemma 2 shows that ??S = KM(F). m 
We conclude this section with several examples of q-restricted M,(F)- 
modules. Given n and q, pick a d such that d d (q - 1) it. Put U = K” and 
let Sd( U) be the dth symmetric power of U. We fix a K-basis x1, . . . . x, for 
U and observe that every weight subspace of Sd( U) as an M(F)-module is 
one dimensional of the form Kx$ .. . xk in which case it has the weight 
A= (11, ...) 1,). Furthermore since qth powering induces an endomorphism 
of the symmetric algebra over U, the subspace S$ U), K-spanned by the 
subspaces Kxy . . x2 with q-unrrestricted i, i.e., such that li 3 q for some i, 
is an M(F)-submodule of Sd( U) thereby giving rise to a non-zero 
q-restricted M(F)-module Sd( U)/S$ U). In particular Theorem 1 applied to 
this M(F)-module gives the first part of Kovacs’ result [KO]. Further we 
let d be an arbitrary positive integer and for more general examples of 
q-restricted modules we turn to the series Dj, of M(F)-modules, one for 
every partition I of d with no more than n parts, constructed in [GR, 
Chap. 43. Let 1 be a q-restricted partition and for every weight c1 E AM put 
0; for the clth weight subspace of D;.. We recall two standard facts about 
0;. Firstly, 0; is K-isomorphic to D;‘, where cl+ is the partition obtained 
from c1 by rearranging the parts of u in the descending order of length [GR, 
3.31. Secondly, it follows from [GR, 4.7a] together with [MA, (6.5)] that 
for every partition ~1, 0; # 0 if and only if 01 precedes 2 in the dominance 
order [BR]. Thus D, is q-restricted for every q-restricted 1. 
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3. THE CASE OF A FINITE FIELD 
Below M, is short for M,(F,) and G, for GL,(F,) for some q = pp and 
n. For an M-module V we define the degree of l’, d(V), as the maximum 
of the norms of all V-weights. The purpose of this section is to prove 
THEOREM 2. Let K he a field of positive characteristic p containing a 
finite subfield F,. Suppose V is an M,-module with d( V) < n and q > 2. Then - - 
every G,-submodule of V is an M,-submodule and KG,, = KM,, relative to V. 
We start the proof by introducing some further notation. Let V be an 
M-module and V= @ V, its canonical decomposition into the direct sum 
of weight subspaces. For every f E V we denote by fj, the i-component of 
f: We put /1(j) for the set (1 E A,,,, 1 fj. #O}. It follows from our remarks in 
the Introduction that for every f E V and any transvection ri/( t) E M 
.&(t)=f+tfi+ ... +tYpIfy--l. (*I 
We denote by “I” the operation of taking a coefficient in (*). Further- 
more, if 1” is an M-weight, i.e., i E AM, we write & for the image of ;1 
in /i, under rc:/iM-+/ic described in Section l(b). A weight 2 may be 
regarded as a function n -+ N, n = { 1,2, . . . . n}, and then n(i) denotes the ith 
component of 3,. The support supp(l) is defined to be the set 
{iEnlIl(i)#O} d an we put s(n) for Isupp(JU)l. If c( is a G-weight, then we 
write A(U) for the set {E.E/~,(&=cx}. 
LEMMA 3. For a G-weight (Y the set /i(a) consists of the M-weights 
obtained from E by replacing some of its zero components by q - 1. 
Proof: This follows immediately from the definition of the mapping 
7KAM-‘AG. i 
We proceed now to the proof of two key lemmas that are an improve- 
ment of Section 1.2 of [KRl]. In order to state the lemmas we introduce 
some special elements of M= M,(Fq). Let e,, . . . . e, be a basis for F;. For 
every i, Jon i # j, and t E F, we let TV(t), 6,(t), and rii denote the following 
mappings: (i) transvection ei H ej + te,, ek I-+ ek, k # i; (ii) ej H te,, ei H e,, 
j # i; (iii) ei H e, and ek H ek, k # i. 
LEMMA 4. Let f be an M-homogeneous element of weight Ib = (I,, . . . . 1,). 
Assume that li # 0 and write fi, (t) in the form (*). Then for every k # Ii, fk 
is a homogeneous element of M-weight aCk’ defined as follows. ACk) agrees 
with I. on all places except the ith and jth and 
J-(k)(i) = ‘ipk’ k < li 
q - 1 - (k - lJ, k > 1, 
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and 
p)(j) = lj + k, Ij+kq 
lj+k-(q-l), lj+k>q. 
As for f,, it is not M-homogeneous but a sum of two M-homogeneous 
elements f,, = cp + I/J of the weights fl and y, respectively. These weights agree 
with A on all places, except the ith and jth and 
B(i) = 0, 
lj + fj < q 
otherwise 
while y(i) = q - 1 and y(j) = p(j). In addition we have cp = f,,S,(O) = fl,. 
Proof. We start with the identities zii(t) 6,(u) = 6,(u) 7,(t), Y # i, j, and 
zli(t) hi(u) = 6,(u) z,(tu). These identities readily imply that 
(i) For every r # i, j and every k, fkSr(u) = drfk. 
(ii) For every k fkSj(u) = ub+kfk. 
We prove (ii). Expanding the identity fr,(t) dj(u) = fdj(u) zti(tu) one gets 
XI:: tkfkBj(u) = u”(C;:h (tu)kfk), whence (ii) follows. We note that (i) 
and (ii) together give the values of IICk’(r) for all r # i, provided fk is a 
homogeneous element. To show the latter we apply hi(u) to fTii(t). 
We consider two cases: (iii) u#O. Using the identity TV(t) 6,(u)=6,(u) 
7&u-‘) we obtain as above that C”,:A tkfkiSi(u) = uI’(C;:A (tu-‘)k fJ. 
Equating the coefficients of tk on both sides of this identity we arrive at 
fkSi(U) = d-“f,. 
(iv) u=O. Now we use the identity z,(t) 6,(0)=6,(t) ti, and we 
derive as above that t”(ftii) = Cz:h tkfkhi(0). This implies fkdi(0) = 0, if 
k#Zi and fi,Si(0)=f<,. 
In sum (iii)-(iv) show that fkSr(u) = ~“~‘(~lf~ for all u. For this equality 
is evidently true for all u # 0 and since our assumptions on li and k do not 
allow ACk’(i) to be zero it holds also for u = 0. This completes the proof of 
the “k # I:-part of the lemma. Taking up fi, we note that if f,, = ‘pO + . . . + 
(pqP 1 is the decomposition of fi, into its D,-homogeneous elements, i.e., 
(P,~,(u) = ujq, for every j, then restricting u to F; and using the linear 
independence of the characters u H ui, j = 0, . . . . q - 2, we conclude that 
f,!=‘po+(Pq~P Furthermore fl, is D,-homogeneous of weight fi(k) for 
every k # i and therefore so are cpO and (pq _ 1. This proves the second part 
of the lemma. The last assertion is now obvious. m 
LEMMA 5. In the notation of the preceeding lemma suppose that 
%(i)=m>l and n(j)=O. Let f,=fi,(t)(, and g=fitji(t)),. Then 
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g = mf+ h, where h is an M-homogeneous elements of weight p with ,u(k) = 
I(k) kfj andp(j)=q- 1. 
ProoJ: By the preceding lemma fi is M-homogeneous of weight A(‘) 
satisfying A”‘(k) = A(k) for all k # i, j and A(‘)(i) = m - 1, A”‘(j) = 1. The 
same lemma shows that g = e + h, where e has weight il and h has weight 
p described in the statement. It remains to show that e =mf: To this 
end we employ the last assertion of the preceding lemma. We have 
e = g8.i(0) =ftii. Moreover applying tji tofi,(t) and bearing in mind that 
fS,(O) = f and also in view of the identity Sj(0) z,(t) tji= Si(l + t) S,(O) we 
obtainf~,(t)5ji=f6,(1+t)6,(0)=(1+t)”f=Xii+t(f,~j,)+ ..., whence 
fitii=m! I 
Proof of the Theorem. Let U be a G-submodule of V. It follows from 
Lemma 1 that U is an M-submodule if and only if for every G-weight CI and 
every f~ U, the M-homogeneous components off belong to U. Let l(f) be 
the cardinality of A(f), call it the length off: Suppose that U is not 
invariant under M and pick a G-homogeneous element f satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(a) the length 1 of f is the smallest among all G-homogeneous 
elements whose M-homogeneous components do not belong to U; and 
(b) f has a non-zero component of the largest support among all 
elements atisfying (a). 
Let p E A(f) be one of the weights of maximal support. Since I > 2 there 
exists a A E A(f) distinct from p. We claim that there is an a EC such that 
A(a) =O, but p(a) #O. For if supp(l)= supp(p), then since by Lemma 3, 
p(i) = A(i) for every i E supp(cr) while for every j $ supp(a) p(j) and A(j) are 
either 0 or q- 1, it follows that A = p. Next we select a b that doesn’t 
belong to supp(p). This is possible because s(p) may be assumed less than 
n. Indeed, if ,U = (m,, . . . . m,) with s(p)=n, then /vL( as(p) and by our 
hypothesis 1~1 = n. This equality implies that mi= 1 for all i. But then 
p,=p =c( and so the set A(a) consists of a alone, which contradicts the 
assumption 1 B 2. Now we are ready for the main step of the proof. Namely 
we pass from f to fi :=fiab(t)I,. In more detail expanding f into its 
homogeneous components 
we obtain 
f= c fi. 
AtA 
fi = 1 {f”~ab(f) I, I v~A(f)andv(a)#O}. 
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Set fl” := f,,r,Jt)l,. We note that as a$supp(a) by the way it was 
selected, v(a) = q - 1. Now our assumption on q together with Lemma 4 
shows that f!,” is an M-homogeneous element. One consequence of this is 
that E(f,) < 1 and therefore every M-homogeneous component offi belongs 
to U. While we don’t know all the components offi we’ll show below that 
fP (l’ is one of them. Let v(i) be the weight off:“. It will suffice to prove that 
v # p implies v (l)#pC1). Were this false, then using the fact that p”‘(i) = 
p(i) and v”‘(i) = v(i) holds for all i # a, h and that ~(a) = v(a) per force, it 
would follow that supp(v) 2 supp(p). By the maximality of s(p) they must 
coincide and then so do p and v. In summary we established that f ):) E U. 
Lastly we apply a transvection rba(t) to f:’ and pick out again 
g :=f~‘rba(t)jr. By Lemma 5 we know that g = -f, +fe, where 8 agrees 
with p on all places, except b and 8(b) = q - 1. We now conclude that if 
fe # 0, then g is in contradiction with part (b) of the definition off and if 
fe = 0, then f, E U which contradicts part (a) of that definition. 1 
We conclude the section with two applications of Theorem 2. 
(i) Let F be an infinite extension of F, and let V afford a polynomial 
representation of M,(F). It is well known [GR, (2.2c)] that I/ decomposes 
uniquely into the direct sum of homogeneous ubmodules. Let d be the 
maximum degree of the homogeneous ummands of I/. Then if q > 2 and 
it > d, V satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 as an M,(Fq)-module. 
ProoJ We have mentioned already that if U is a polynomial, 
homogeneous of degree r M,(F)-representation, then every U-weight I has 
the norm equal to r. The action of D, in I/ is diagonalizable and so there 
exists a basis of V made up of M(F)-homogeneous elements. If u is one of 
them of weight ,! = (I,, . . . . 
weight 1 := (?i, . . . . 
I,), then v is also M(F,,)-homogeneous of M(E;)- 
7,) where 7 was defined in Section 1. Since t f li, 1x1 6 r. 
The assertion follows. 1 
(ii) (cf. [VA]) If G . is a group, let y,(G) denote the cth term of the 
lower central series of G. We define Y,(G) := y,.(G) IyC+ i(G). Now let G be 
a relatively free group 3$ of rank r. Suppose that the inclusion (y,(Pr))“~ 
yC+ r(Fr) holds for some c and p > 2. Then for every Y 2 d2 c, ir;(9$) is an 
F,M,(F,)-module satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2. 
Some restrictions on n are indispensable for Theorem 2 to hold. We defer 
a discussion of the counterexamples to the next section. 
4. SOME REMARKSON %‘(F”) 
(a) We recall that Sd(Fn) denotes the dth symmetric power of 
n-dimensional vector space F”. The field F is assumed to be infinite and to 
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contain F, for some q = p’. We keep the notation introduced in the above 
sections; e.g., G, and M, are short for G,,(F,) and M,(F,) relative to a 
fixed q. We want to show that for every fixed n there are infinitely many 
d such that Sd(Ffl) contains a l-dimensional trivial G,-submodule which 
fails to withstand the M,-action. To this end we take up the algebra 
R = S(Fn)Gn of G,-invariants in S(F”). It is well known that R is a sym- 
metric algebra on n “Dickson generators” &, i = 0, 1, . . . . n - 1 [DI 11. Let 
S(Fn)[X] be the ring of the polynomials in X, with coefficients in S(F”). 
M, acts on ,S(F”)[X] by ring endomorphisms leaving the powers of X 
fixed. Let jJX) E S(F”)[X] be defined by f,(X) = flUEF;(X- u). Then it 
turns out [WI] that the Dickson generators Q,,i are within a sign the coef- 
ficients of f,,(X), namely f,(X) = X4” - en,,+, Xy’-’ + . . . + (- 1)” Q,,,X. 
Let rcHP i E M, be the map that sends x, to x, for i = 1,2, . . . . n - 1 and x, 
to 0. 
LEMMA 6. Qn,ircn _, = Qz- I,r-, if i > 0 and 0, otherwise. 
Proo<_, On the one hand we have f,(X) rc,- i =X4” - Q,,,- , 
71 n-1 + ... +(-l)“Q,,rrn-, X, while on the other hand f,(X) rrc,- 1 
= JJfL; (X- zuc,- 1). For every U’E F”- ’ there are exactly q u E F; that 
are mapped on U’ by rc,_,. Hence f:,(X)~,_,=(n~,~~n-l (X-u’))Y= 
fz- ,(X). Since q-powering acts as an endomorphism 01 S(F”)[X], it 
follows that f,(X) n, ~, = P” + . . . + ( - 1 )“- ’ QxP ,,0X4 and the assertion 
follows. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Let cp E R be a polynomial in Q,,, which is not a multiple 
of Qn.w Then Fq is not invariant under M,. 
Proof: Write cp = vi + Qn,0~2, where ‘pi is a non-zero polynomial in 
Q,,,,i>O. Then (p~n-l=~l~n~l=~l(Q::~l,o ,..., QR-,n-2) and since the 
Q,- i,; are algebraically independent over F, cp, x,, _ 1 is not zero. On the 
other hand cp, rc, _ i is not even a G,-invariant, because every invariant 
polynomial has the same highest degree with respect to every variable 
Xl 3 ..., x,, while x, does not occur in ‘pi rr,, ~, . 1 
Our next goal is to describe the M,-invariants in S(F”). We say that 
a polynomial f (xl, . . . . x,) is a relative invariant of M, if for every 
E EM,, f& = X(E) f where x is a function M, + F;. The above function x is 
necessarily a character of M,. To classify these characters we need the 
following 
LEMMA 7. Let p: M, + End,( V) be a non-trivial representation of M,. 
Let z be a non-invertible lement of M,. Then p(z) is also non-invertible. 
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Proof: Let rc, be the map sends xi to xi for all i = 1,2, . . . . m and the rest 
of the generators to 0. We put rcO = O,, the zero of M,. Let Z be the set 
of non-invertible elements of M,. Every z E Z has the form z = yn,,,i for 
some y E G,, [ E S,, and m < n. Hence p(z) is invertible for some z E Z if 
and only if p(n,,,) is for some m. If this is the case, then let m be the smallest 
integer with the property that p(rc,) is invertible. Let cr = (m, rn + 1). Then 
7cm-1= (CVZ,(T) IC, which shows that m is zero. Thus ~(0,) is invertible 
which implies that P(E) = 1 y for every E E M,, where 1 y is the identity map 
OfV. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Every character of M, is of the form X(E) = (det E)’ for 
some t between 0 and q - 1. 
Proof By our usual convention CI’ = 1 for all CI E F. Hence if x is the 
trivial character, it corresponds to t = 0. Otherwise x sends Z to 0 and 
hence is determined by its action on G,. Unless n = q = 2, GL = S,, and also 
G,= S,D, where D is the subgroupof all matrices diag(cr, 1, . . . . l), CIE F;. 
Since x(GL) = 1, x is determined by its action on D. The latter has the form 
~1 H IX~ for some t between 1 and q- 1. In the exceptional case 
n = q = 2G,(F,) N S3, the symmetric group on 3 letters, and it is fairly 
obvious that the F-characters of S, are trivial. m 
PROPOSITION 3. Let f be a relative invariant of M, in S(F”) of a positive 
degree. Let 6 = det(X,4’-‘), i, j = 1, . . . . n. Then f = 6’(p for some t between 1 
and q - 1 with cp an absolute G,-invariant. 
Proof By Corollary 1, f& = (det .s)'f for some t, 0 6 t < q - 1. Since f 
has a positive degree 0, annuls f, whence t > 1. Since & = (det E) 6 the 
polynomial fd4 ~ ' ~ ' is an absolute G,-invariant. By Dickson’s theorem 
f6q-'-r= q(Qn,o,..., en,,- ,). In general cp = cpi + (p2, where Q,,, does not 
occur in ‘pi, and cpz is a multiple of Q,,o. We have fSqp ' ~ 'n,_, = 
(P~~c~-~+(P~~c~~~ and since f~y~'~'~,~,=O and (p2rc,-i=0, it follows 
that qlnn-,=O. But cpirr,-i=O if and only if cpi=O. Thus we conclude 
thatfSq-‘-‘= Q,,o’p for some cp E R. On the other hand Q,,, = bq- I [WI] 
and so f = 6’(p as claimed. 1 
(b) We abbreviate Sd(Fn) to Sd and write St(S$ for the ccth (nth) 
weight space, CL E n G (A E /i M). Let xi, . . . . x, be a basis for F”. By definition 
Sd has a basis formed by the monomials xi = xf’ . . . x:, x ij = d. As before 
let s(n) denote the numerical support of 1, i.e., s(n) = lsupp(A)l. Further 
define m(A) as d- Ill/q- 1. The next lemma gives a basis for Si. To ease 
the notation we assume that I = (I,, . . . . l,, 0, . . . . 0), s = s(n), and put m for 
4 ). 
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LEMMA 8. In the above notation Sf is F-spanned by the monomials 
11 x1 .‘. x~(x~-‘)“‘...(x~~‘)“~ with b,, . . . . b, running over the set of the solu- 
tions of Es=, bj=m. In particular dim,Sf= (‘+EP’). 
Proof The definition of S: yields readily that an f = C u!x,, ui E F, 
belongs to Sf if and only if X~E S: for every 4. Further xi belongs to S: if 
and only if ?, = 1, for all j E n. Moreover for every 0 # n E N, n = fi + b(q - 1) 
for some b E N and rl = 0 if and only if n = 0. Hence xi lies in Si if and only 
if i, = 1, + b,,(q - 1) holds for some b, E N and every )C _s and ij = 0 for all 
j$_s. Since C;= 1 [, = d, it follows that C:= I bj = m. 1 
The next proposition gives the best value of d for which the 
G,-submodules of Sd coincide with the M,-submodules for every n. 
PROPOSITION 4. (i) If d < 2( q - 1 ), then for every n 2 2 every 
G,,-submodule of Sd is an M,,-submodule as well. 
(ii) If d = 2(q - 1 ), then the conclusion of (i) holds only for n 3 3. 
Proof, (i) In view of Lemma 1 it will suffice to show that for every G- 
weight c( and every a-homogeneous form f every M-homogeneous compo- 
nent off belongs to fFG,. We may assume that tl= (a,, . . . . a,, 0, . . . . 0), 
1 <a, d q - 2, s = s(a) is less than n and 1~~1 cd. It is easy to see that A, := 
(3. E A,,,, 1 A, = a} consists of all n-tuples obtained from c1 by replacing one 
of its zeros by a q - 1. Let c(, denote the M-weight equal to ~1. Then for 
every A#cc,,A~/i,, we have jAI=d. By Lemma8, S;=Fx;‘...x:‘x,Y ’ if 
the jth zero in CI is replaced by a q - 1. Now it follows that 
where g E S&. Suppose that u,#O, pick an rnEn and define h as 
fTjm(t) I ,‘1- I. Then h = u,xT’ . . . x~x$~ ’ and if s < n - 1, then choosing an 
m $3 u (j} we see that xy’ . x:x;~ 1 E fFG,. Further using the permuta- 
tions of 0 we can separate the M-components off: If s = n - 1, then this 
monomial is one of the basic monomials for S&. Using the permutations 
of _s we can get the entire basis of Sf, in fFG,. In particular g E fFG, and 
the assertion follows. 
(ii) Now let d= 2(q - 1). By an argument similar to that of 
Lemma8, 1~1 =dmod(q- 1)forevery S”-weight MEA,. If lcll =q- 1, then 
A, has the structure described in (i), and the argument given there applies 
here. It remains to consider the case IaI = 0 or c( = (0, . . . . 0). The general 
form of this weight looks as 
f= c uji(xjxi)~- l + i u,xy ‘1. 
I<l<j<n r=l 
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There are two possibilities: (a) u,, = 0 for all i, j; (b) u,, # 0 for some pair 
(i,j). If (a) is the case, then we may assume that u, ~0. WC apply r,,(t) 
tofand using the fact that the forms appearing as the coefficients of t’ in 
the expansion (*) offs,,(t) belong to.fFG,, we select1; , :=.f7,2(r)lr( I. An 
easy computation shows that ,/i, , = s:” ‘I + (‘7 ,I’) x7 ‘.uz ‘. Further 
noticing that (‘$ ,‘I) =0 in F, we conclude that .Y:‘” “C fFG,, and we are 
done. 
In case (b) we may assume that u12 # 0. Once more we pick 
f,-, =.f~,At)i,~ 1. This time it has the form .fq , = CJ,~.Y~‘~ “+ 
IL 2 Ul,-Y2 Y .. Is4 ’ + u, .I$” “=(u12+u,).K;‘~ ‘~+~,>2u,,.\-; ‘x; ‘. If 
ui:> 0 for at least one .j> 2. then acting on 1, , by r,i(t) WC obtain that 
1;~,T,,(& l=u,,.v’! ‘Y- ’ E fFG,, which completes the proof. 
Otherwise .jq , = (U12 + u,) x5” ” and the proof splits into two parts 
depending on whether u12 + u, = 0 or not. In the second case .Y? “E fFG,, 
and hence J can be reduced to f= u,~(.Y, .T~)~ ’ + x2 <, G ,< ,, U,,(.V, .Y,)Y ‘. 
Since n>3 we see that .f, =fr,,(f)l,=(q- l)u,,.u;l ‘x,.Y~- ’ belongs to 
,fFG, and therefore .1‘, r,,(t) I, = (q - 1 ) u12~uT - ‘-rf ’ E fFG,, and WC arc 
done. 
It remains to consider the case when u12 + 11, = 0 and u,, = 0 for all .j > 2. 
Using r2,(t) and the argument leading up to the condition ull + u, = 0 WC 
conclude that unless u12 + u? = 0 and all u2, = 0, j>, 3, the M-components 
of .f belong to fFG,,. Thus we may assume that ~‘=u,z((.~,.~z)y ’ - 
g(Y I I - .Y:‘“- “) + xj <, <,$ ,, u,,(.~,s,)~ ‘. Passing over to J;, , = 
f~,3(~)~Iy. I = u,,($ ‘.uf ’ - .Y:“’ ‘I) and then to u12.r’: ‘xr ’ = 
q Ir2l(f)ld f , WC derive that .ry ‘.u’: ’ E ,fFG,,. 1 
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